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Greek-Australian Women’s Love 
Poetry: of Terrain and Transnationalism 
 
Konstandina Dounis 
 
 
 
 
This paper seeks to showcase the various facets of love, romantic and 
otherwise, explored by Greek-Australian women writers in their poetry and 
prose. It reinforces the paramount significance of contextuality in relation to 
women’s experiences if verbal privilege is, indeed, going to have the effect of 
breaking through community-engendered silences. To that end, being 
cognizant of the socio-historical context of these poems, particularly those of 
first-generation women writers of the 1950s, 60s and 70s, gives to these works 
a certain resonant depth, thus saving them from the charge of being merely 
facile fancies. Further, this paper seeks to demonstrate that those writings 
emanating from their second-generation daughters reflect persistent 
intersections with a keenly experienced transnationalism, the traversing of 
terrain, in all its tangible and intangible complexity, a central feature 
throughout.   
 
 
Various facets of love, romantic and otherwise, have been explored by 
Greek-Australian women writers in their poetry and prose. This thematic 
focus — particularly when embraced by first-generation writers — 
inevitably initiates various levels of surprise in the Greek-Australian 
community. Its systemic patriarchy, carried through successive generations 
by the currents of diaspora, ensures that first-generation Greek-Australian 
women writers, and even their second-generation daughters, have been 
viewed through a prism of unstinting conservatism, their image confined to 
that rarefied, essentially asexual, domain of “devoted wife and mother” and 
“good Greek daughter”.   
Apart from establishing that Greek-Australian women writers actually 
do engage in the writing of love poems, this paper also seeks to demonstrate 
that Greek-Australian women writers’ portrayal of “love” in their poetry 
and prose reflects persistent intersections with a keenly experienced   
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transnationalism, the traversing of terrain, in all its tangible and intangible 
complexity, being a central feature. This experience of transnationalism as it 
pertains to their romantic relationships conjoins first-, second- and third-
generation women alike who are connected through this millennium’s 
globalisation. 
There is another consideration predicated on any consideration of the 
literature discussed here. For elucidation, I turn to the clarity and conviction 
of Adrienne Rich. The following poem is from the series entitled, “North 
American Time”. It reinforces the significance of contextuality in relation to 
women’s experiences if verbal privilege is ever going to break through the 
silence: 
Suppose you want to write 
of a woman braiding 
another woman’s hair — 
straight down, or with beads and shells 
in three-strand plaits or corn rows — 
you had better know the thickness 
the length the pattern 
why she decides to braid her hair 
how it is done to her 
what country it happens in 
what else happens in that country 
You have to know these things. (Rich, 2002:199) 
Rich stipulates that the minutiae of this particular preoccupation must be 
researched and comprehended as a matter of urgency — “you have to know 
these things”. The direct addressing of the reader underscores the 
imperative endemic to the undertaking. Contexts, whether physical, 
political, social or cultural, must be given their due weight — “how it is done 
to her/what country it happens in”.  
You have to know these things
Being cognizant of the socio-historical context of Greek-Australian women’s 
love poems, particularly those of first-generation writers of the 1950s, 60s 
and 70s, gives to these works a certain resonant depth, thus saving them  
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from the charge of being merely facile fancies. A characteristic case in point 
is the following early poem by Ekaterini Mpaloukas: 
Outside your house you sit and sew 
while I pass by forlorn 
why don’t you turn to look at me 
my love for you I’ve sworn. 
You don’t turn round, you just don’t care 
you don’t see me at all 
steel bars could bend before you deign 
to look beyond your wall. 
Give me your hand, your lovely hand 
so soft and oh so white 
and comfort this poor heart of mine 
that loves you with all its might. 
I throw a daisy up to you 
its petals, golden charms, 
and if you love me as I love you 
come fall into my arms.1 
A lyrical piece in both the Greek version and the English translation, it 
has been set to music and echoes the techniques of Greek folksong.2 It 
appears to be a simple poem about unrequited love; however, a 
consideration of its historical and cultural contexts yields nuances which, 
while imperceptible upon first reading, emerge later. Rich’s assertions that 
we must know what things happen to women and where these things happen 
take an interesting turn here. Given the biographical details of the vast 
majority of first-generation women writers, it is safe to assume that the 
setting here is a village in Greece. The timeframe is more than likely during 
the 1950s, the post-war period which allowed a certain freedom of 
movement unencumbered by the fear of curfews and enemy reprisals; at  
1 Ekaterini Mpaloukas, “On the Balcony”(Trans. K. Dounis), A Woman from Piera in Melbourne, 
1992:52; (Greek: Μια Πιερίδα στο Νότο).  
2 This poem has been set to music by Greek-Australian academic and composer, Pavlos 
Andronikos (2010) and included on the CD, In a Strange Land (Melbourne: P. Andronikos & 
S. Adam, song 1).
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least, for the men. The ingrained patriarchy ensured that the women’s lot 
was just as oppressive, and one oppressor was transposed by another. The 
speaker is a male — obvious in the Greek version — because a woman 
externalising such desires back then would have been considered to be 
transgressing the pervading moral code. 
Here we have a woman writer portraying a lovelorn male passing by a 
home where the object of his desire sits sewing behind a stone wall, refusing 
to succumb to the flirtatious advances of her admirer. The very fact that the 
young woman is portrayed as perennially sewing is a reflection of the 
desperate economic need of the times. She is more than likely “sewing to 
educate brothers younger than her”, to quote a line from another poem. The 
licence that such intertextual mirroring affords, gives credence to this as a 
possible scenario.3 To sustain this speculative interpretation to its possible 
conclusion in the socio-historical framework of the time, if the young woman 
did, in fact, “fall into his arms”, her poor economic status would no doubt 
impede any possibility of marriage. This would occur unless the male in 
question displayed uncharacteristic valour and was prepared to relocate 
both himself and the object of his desire far away from the suffocating Greek 
village terrain as existed up until the 1960s.4 
Many years later, Litsa Nicolopoulou-Gogas, in prose poem form, 
recollects a youthful romantic encounter. Buoyed by the distance of time and 
physical landscape, she recounts the consummation of that desire. The 
bitter-sweet sadness of the final declaration leaves no doubt that the union 
was short lived. Had the man been depicted as being of questionable 
character, the memory of their fleeting union would not have remained as a 
“sacred charm” in the woman’s heart. Given the war, poverty and the dowry 
system, the separation was likely to have been engendered from “without” 
rather than from “within”: 
 
The young woman is uneasy, waiting for her lover. 
At dusk she is jolted by the sound of his footsteps. 
Nervous, she nears the door and opens it, welcomes him inside,  
eager to sense the freshness, the joy of Spring.  
                                                          
3 Konstandina Dounis, “For my Mother”, 2009:58. 
4 From what I have been told by my parents and the select others in my acquaintance who 
married for love, Greece’s large urban centres – such as Athens and Thessaloniki, for 
example – provided some possibility for refuge. But, more often than not, it was the 
possibility for freedom inherent in transnational crossings that loomed as the only viable 
solution. See Dounis, 2009:10–11.  
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The young man enters and gives her love’s first kiss  
and she feels the beginning and the end intermingle as one 
her heart takes flight and everything inside her dances. 
That first kiss has ever-remained a sacred charm within her.5 
Once “we know these things”, these seemingly simple poems transform 
into a collective document of Greek village women’s oppression. They go 
some way to explain the thousands of young Greek women packed off to 
traverse the seas alone, headed for marriage with a man they had never met 
but whose desperate loneliness in the foreign land and desire for a wife 
meant he waved his customary right to demand a dowry. If post-war 
transnational movements enhanced the cultural transplantation at the heart 
of diaspora currents from one generation to the next, they also ensured that 
the seeds were sewn for the deviation from traditional cultural mores. Stuart 
Hall describes these diasporic identities as “not grounded in the 
archaeology, but in the re-telling of the past”,6 and qualifies this remark: 
The diaspora experience as I intend it here is defined, not by essence or purity, 
but by the recognition of a necessary heterogeneity and diversity…diaspora 
identities are those which are constantly producing and reproducing 
themselves anew, through transformation and difference. (Hall, 1999:235) 
Consider Dina Amanatides’ poem, “To Love”, dedicated to her husband, 
Kyriakos Amanatides: 
You came 
and Spring smiled warmly. 
You spoke 
and the dew kissed a flower. 
You laughed 
and the music became a magical symphony. 
5 Litsa Nikolopoulou-Gogas, “Eros”, (Trans. K. Dounis), Images of Life, 2004:28; (Greek: 
Ζωγραφιές Ζωής). 
6 Stuart Hall, 1999:224. For further elaboration around this notion of: “fluidity of constructed 
styles and identities”, see Steven Vertovec & Robin Cohen, 1999: Introduction; :xix–xx. For 
a more specific focus on the post-war Greek-Australian community, see Nicholas 
Doumanis, 1999:78–79. 
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You passed by 
and our Silence drowned out other voices. 
 
And what if you hadn’t come? 
 
If you hadn’t come 
we would have never seen the Spring. 
We would have never felt the dew. 
We would have never understood the music. 
We would have never known Silence’s secrets. 
 
You came … and we lived. (Amanatides, 2011: 42) 
 
Amanatides was born and raised in the Greek township of Meligala, an 
area that suffered carnage of epic proportions during World War II and the 
Greek Civil War. Barely had these two tragic events ended when she lost her 
beloved mother, followed by her father’s passing shortly after. The dearth of 
any sort of possibility for future aspirations being realised in her homeland 
resulted in her migration to Australia to join her brother, who had migrated 
several years before. Arduous manual labour in numerous factories ensued, 
the only respite from the bleakness of her daily routine being the poems 
which she occasionally sent to the Greek-Australian newspapers in 
circulation during the 1950s.7 
Through these sporadic publications she came to the attention of her 
future husband. Their love of words formed the basis of an unbreakable 
bond that has lasted until the present day.8 After a life of relentless hardship 
and intermittent horror, this union saw her embark on a married life filled 
with support and encouragement for her literary endeavours. No wonder 
she writes of her husband in words that radiate an affirmation of life, with 
verses that reflect the joy of creation in all its manifestation. In this context, 
the final declaration — “you came and we lived” — is no exaggerated 
romanticism. On the contrary, the writer acknowledges her emergence from   
                                                          
7 See Helen Nickas, “Interview with Dina Amanatides”, Migrant Daughters, 1992:192–193. For a 
more detailed delineation of these publications in community newspapers in the 1950s, see 
Kanarakis 1987: 229. 
8 See Konstandina Dounis, “Introduction”, in Dina Amanatides’, Dreams of Clay. Drops of Dew, 
2010:15–31. 
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the shroud of death in her homeland, to the joy of life’s possibilities in her 
new, adopted country. 
 
Eros and place 
 
A few first-generation women writers have engaged with love poetry that is 
erotically charged, and their passion is reflected in metaphors of urgency, 
radiating colour and texture. Each poem reflects the territory that the writer 
navigated in their migration. Unsurprisingly, Vasso Kalamaras, who settled 
for two decades in the rural isolation of Manjimup in Western Australia,9 
produces verses whose power emanates from the beauty of nature: 
 
So this simple cord that binds 
your body 
from the hip to the very armpit, 
lightly kisses the nipple of the breast, 
the sensual branch, 
binding my passion to you 
like tendrils round a thorn bush 
new shoots of love 
the miracle of your kiss.10 
 
In contrast, Antigone Kefala’s piece touches on themes pertaining to the 
diasporic experience in the early years of non-English speakers’ migration, 
inevitably entailing difficulties in communication, stark feelings of 
alienation and debilitating “bending over silences”. The metaphor of 
“unwanted luggage” rounds off Kefala’s meditation: 
 
I think of nothing but you. 
I re-invent obsessively 
your presence, day by day. 
I see nothing but you, 
your lips constantly moving 
without sound, 
I bend over the silence  
                                                          
9 To get a sense of Kalamaras’ affinity with the Australian rural landscape see, Helen Nickas, 
“Interview with Vasso Kalamaras”, Migrant Daughters, 1992:204–224.  
10 Vasso Kalamaras, “Loving”, Landscape and Soul, 1980:41. 
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trying to grasp 
the secret resonance. 
I wait at the window 
the night 
still with moonlight. 
Why have you left me 
this unwanted luggage?11 
 
Tina Giannoukos’ “Sonnet XIII” contains the essence of a love affair 
informed by trajectories of difference, the nature of which is further 
highlighted against the backdrop of the all-encompassing inclusivity 
suggested by the terse summation of: all lovers are linked. The ensuing 
positioning of the word “liturgy” is interesting because it entails a further 
“referentiality” enhanced through the prism of the poet’s particular 
linguistic and cultural background. That is, this word can be perceived 
within the formulary of Christian religious worship; however, it is also a 
Greek word meaning “the usual manner in which certain things function”. 
These superimposed shades of meaning give a further complexity to this 
love, the permeable parameters of which allow transgression, the cited 
violation coming in the form of linguistic disharmony. The disengagement 
between the lovers is rendered complete with the powerful image “in 
dialogue, we discover the monologue”, and is finally rounded off with a 
plaintive musical echo from long ago, underscoring the pain of love’s loss 
from time immemorial: 
 
All loves are linked. The liturgy of this affair, 
heretical, permits violation. In dialogue, 
we discover the monologue. My words 
slip between idioms. I am in drag. 
The monasticism of your love whets 
the tongue, and a startling excessiveness 
emerges. You are right to limit 
the alphabet of my love. The vowels 
of moaning proliferate. Polyphony 
disturbs your spare musicality. Bare 
is the sound of your pain. No one  
                                                          
11 Antigone Kefala, “Letter”, Absence, 1992:130. 
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can play this harmony of silence and 
complaint. My favourite instrument, 
right now, is the lyre of lament.12 
 
Numerous first-generation writers, particularly those venturing into 
prose in their later years, explore the possibilities of romantic love among 
men and women in their age group. In Dionysia Mousoura-Tsoukala’s “The 
Haunted Bridge” the widow at the centre of her short story finds love again 
while tending to her husband’s grave in the Greek section of the cemetery. 
What started as a friendly exchange through a shared sense of grief develops 
into deep affection and — with their children’s blessing — Vasoula and the 
widower, Nicola, decide to marry. Photos of their respective late spouses 
grace the walls of their shared home, and they both agree that that should 
be buried with them when the time comes, but their union has given them 
much joy and blessed relief from the spectre of loneliness in their twilight 
years. What makes an impression on the narrator is that Vasoula looks years 
younger than when she first met her a few years ago. She has the look of a 
woman who has finally — in old age and at the opposite end of the earth to 
the village she was born in — has been able to determine her own fate and 
marry a man of her choosing (Mousoura-Tsoukala, 2005:204–205). 
If love of family features, so too does the love of friends. The following 
poem by Yota Krili reflects the power of friendship to elevate a mood. The 
cultural metaphor is shared in the reading of poetry in the mother tongue: 
 
You came tonight, unexpected 
without knowing 
that it was my birthday. 
You read the poems of Nasos 
and the sorrow that was clotting 
inside me, melted. 
Your talk tonight, a lullaby 
in my silent suffering 
and your presence like an angel’s 
in my numbed life.13 
  
                                                          
12 Tina Giannoukos, “Sonnet XIII”, Southern Sun, Aegean Light, 2011:139. 
13 Yota Krili, “Visitor”, Triptych, 2003:46.  
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However, in the case of Greek immigrants who ventured to these shores 
in the hundreds of thousands in the 1950s and 60s, friends assumed a crucial 
role. Most people, at least initially, came here alone — with neither spouse, 
nor parents or siblings.14 They were alone in a strange land, without access 
to the dominant language and with meagre access to their loved ones back 
in their homeland. Friends became their family in the Antipodes, so much 
so that their children called every adult either “aunty” or “uncle” 
irrespective of actual blood ties.15 Because grandparents were absent from 
the post-war migratory years in the diaspora, extended family expanded 
laterally rather than vertically.  
 
Complex landscapes 
 
Second- and third-generation Greek-Australian women writers have 
produced a large body of love poems, their increasingly obvious ease in 
expressing their passion for the object of their desire an example of their ease 
in diaspora’s generational journey. The poems are generally in English, and 
the writers’ facility in this linguistic landscape reflects their intimate 
situation in the physical landscape. Melissa Petrakis’ poem “I Have Loved 
Him” is as much about her love affair with her partner as it is about her 
affection for the city of Melbourne, so lovingly is it described.16 
Helena Spyrou’s “Looking to Catch the Air” is a poem of successive 
images, rendered through the prism of memory, that centre on a love lost 
and re-sought with feverish intensity. The colours and sounds of the city, 
infused with the haste of the teeming throng of commuters, form a sort of 
blurred backdrop to the single-minded purpose distilled in this desire to 
reconnect with the “distanced lover”. The references to “trains, blinds and 
red towers” convey a strong sense of Melbourne’s inner suburbs, and the   
                                                          
14 See Anastasios Myrodis Tamis, 2005:59–66; G. Georgiou-Yiannis, 2015:25–32. For individual 
testimonies, see Vivienne Morris, 2010.  
15 There was a funny scene, the humour of which was based on the misconceptions that this 
ritual of so naming gives rise to, in Tes Lyssiotis’ play, “I’ll Go to Australia and Wear a Hat”. 
This, as yet unpublished play was first performed at La Mama Theatre, Melbourne, 19 May–
5 June 1982. 
16 Melissa Petrakis, “I have Loved Him”, Southern Sun, Aegean Light, 2011:141. 
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successive images are vivid and textured through the familiarity that one’s 
place of birth renders possible.17 
Second- and third-generation daughters have written many poems that 
are erotically charged. Salome Argyropoulos captures the joyousness of a 
sexual encounter in the following poem. The “fire of the gods” at the end is 
a sort of oblique nod to her pagan ancestors, although it leaves no doubt that 
their patriarchal constrictions have been abandoned for the exhilaration of 
this physical union: 
 
Touch me with your soft hands 
silently beckoning me 
for a taste of that sweet smelling love 
like thick nectar. 
Tell me boldly with a flash of your eyes 
not to go 
and I will gladly stay 
to anoint your beautiful body 
with a love eternal like the fire of the gods.18 
 
As the title Love and Fuck Poems suggests, Koraly Dimitriadis’ collection is 
composed of a series of provocative and graphic love poems. They explore 
the breakdown of the writer’s marriage, the utter disappointment of her 
parents at her perceived failure to hold her marriage together for the sake of 
diasporic community honour, and her subsequent euphoria at being free, at 
last, to live her life as she wishes. Her sexual liaisons — alternately fulfilling 
and disastrous — are nonetheless on her terms, and the accumulated lessons 
learned fortify her sense of self (Dimitriadis, 2011). The poems are also firmly 
planted in the Australian landscape. This is nowhere better exemplified than 
in the poem “Daylesford”, the name of the idyllic Victorian town famous for 
its spas and picturesque surrounds. There, the poet and her husband retreat 
in a bid to save their marriage for the sake of their little girl. Adrienne Rich’s 
insistence on the importance of context echoes here. Daylesford had never 
been an area that was frequented by first-generation Greek-Australian 
immigrants, particularly in the early days of their migration, because they   
                                                          
17 Helena Spyrou, “Looking to Catch the Air”, Southern Sun, Aegean Light, 2011:273. 
18 Salome Argyropoulos, “Spiral Love”, Southern Sun, Aegean Light, 2011:21. 
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generally preferred coastal regions that reminded them of Greece. By 
placing the town’s name in the title of the poem, the poet is drawing 
attention to this particular landscape as her destination of choice now that 
she in the painful process of asserting her right to live her life on her terms. 
The terrain, both physical and emotional, of the Greek-Australian 
community has become much too restrictive in scope; the wider Australian 
community offers a vast place of choice and new possibilities (Dimitriadis, 
2011:7). 
In her short story “Pandora’s Box Re-opened” Chrisoula Simos declares 
that “in contrast to my mother, I grew up in a generation that had not only 
the hope, but the expectation that they would explore their sexuality, 
perhaps find romantic love, and have a partnership of equals”.19 In The 
Goddess Advantage Angela Pippos meets the “ideal future son-in-law”, the 
educated Greek-Australian, George. After a few dates, however, he all but 
disappears — no calls, no text messages, no emails, nothing. She goes 
through a period of sadness and introspection and then decides to take the 
road that many second-generation Greek-Australian women have taken: she 
leaves for a trip to Greece, specifically her parents’ ancestral island of Ithaca, 
where the beauty of the countryside and the ever-present male attentiveness 
make her feel desirable and alive (Pippos, 2006:170–172). As Anastasia 
Panagakos perceptively notes: 
 
Young people with a diasporic consciousness do not necessarily dwell on 
feelings of loss and exile like their parents. The traditional nostalgia bestowed 
by parents competes with fantasies of beaches, romance, chic fashion and an 
imagined Greek culture. (Panagakos, 2003:4) 
 
This phenomenon of going to the ancestral homeland has long been a 
feature of this country’s Greek-Australian reality, particularly from the 
1980s onwards. The mass migration of the 1950s and 60s, and the hard work 
that accompanied it, eventually resulted in a certain degree of monetary 
comfort that allowed for a trip back home. These trips then became a 
prominent feature of the lives of second-generation offspring, who were 
inevitably mesmerised by the allure of the Greek landscape. The visual 
impact was heightened by the fact that it was rarely mentioned at 
community gatherings, where the focus of conversation was often painful 
memories of the war years (Damousi, 2015). After growing up listening to   
                                                          
19 Chrisoula Simos, “Pandora’s Box Re-opened”, Mothers from the Edge, 2006:198–199. 
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many unutterably sad stories of hunger and deprivation and general 
bleakness, the breathtaking effect of the first glimpse of the idiosyncratic 
blue of a Greek sea and sky was a feast for the senses. 
In “Peloponnese Sunset”, Angela Costi encapsulates the essential 
eroticism inherent in this landscape, relentlessly intoxicating the visitor until 
landscape and desire are one: 
 
How can you be lonely, you make love to this 
environment, the hills have slopes you can swoon on 
they have views you can open your thighs to 
they have Venetian structures ready for you to take 
with one open gasp, they have seas 
that melt your gaze, the colour of lilac 
if it was blue and black crosses on white churches 
reminders of sacred sensuousness 
reminders of honey skinned almond eyes 
the touch of madness and of chance. (Costi, 2007:15) 
 
Is it any wonder many second-generation Greek-Australian women, who 
went to Greece on a holiday, ended up in a relationship there. Many of these 
relationships resulted in these women relocating to Greece permanently.20 
Apart from the intoxicating landscape, there was another, much more 
prosaic reason for this phenomenon. The girls growing up in the 1960s and 
70s in Australia’s Greek diasporic communities were repressed by the social 
mores that the parents held from pre-war, rural Greek life. The patriarchal 
system meant that going out was difficult, forming romantic relationships 
impossible. Back in Greece, however, the people left behind, particularly 
those who had relocated to the large metropolises of Athens and   
                                                          
20 For an overview of this phenomenon of girls from the Greek global diaspora visiting Greece, 
many on a regular basis – some even moving there permanently, despite being born 
elsewhere – see Georgina Tsolidis, 2009:181–196. As Tsolidis notes, “these women have 
identities that are not constrained by national boundaries and move within and between 
communities, as these exist transnationally”. For a detailed analysis of this phenomenon as 
it pertains to the Greek-American experience, see Anastasia N. Panagakos, Romancing the 
Homeland: Transnational Lifestyles and Gender in the Greek Diaspora, where she conjoins the 
exceedingly personal with sociological research. Panagakos cites her body as the locus of 
her connection with Greece: “nowhere else in the world could I be recognized as my father’s 
daughter by my looks alone”, 2003:198.    
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Thessaloniki, had moved on. They were gratefully embracing more liberal 
ways of thinking and living. 
For second-generation Greek-Australian girls, going to Greece on their 
own was, literally and metaphorically, a breath of fresh air. They went out 
with a vengeance and formed romantic entanglements, unencumbered by 
the dreaded admonitions they were used to in Australia. Predictably, these 
relationships were sometimes happy and long lasting, and other times, 
unhappy and short lived. In Love Begins with an A, for example, Jeana 
Vithoulkas goes through the entire spectrum of possibilities. Fiore has a 
number of relationships during her sojourn in Greece, ranging from the truly 
horrible, through to a happy encounter with a man who proves her equal in 
terms of intelligence and outlook and with whom she could actually 
contemplate a future, played out against a global template (Vithoulkas, 
2003:318–319). 
The right of second- and third-generation Greek-Australian women to 
explore their sexuality, manifests in their writings exclusively in the domain 
of heterosexuality. A “good Greek girl” was expected to repay the sacrifices 
that her first-generation Greek immigrant parents made by not conferring 
community shame on them through behaviour that transgressed the strict 
patriarchal parameters that the Greek minority mindset had transplanted 
from Greece’s village terrain to Melbourne’s urban landscape. A “good 
Greek girl” was expected to marry — a man certainly, a Greek man preferably 
— have children, and conduct herself with propriety at all times. A “good 
Greek girl” did not declare herself to be lesbian. As Panagakos’ points out in 
her research on the Greek-American diasporic experience, the essential 
findings of which could readily be perceived as applicable to the Greek-
Australian experience, there are: 
 
… several unwritten rules enforced by social codes. Full inclusion into the 
Hellenic Community is based on certain key attributes: one must be of Greek 
ancestry, heterosexual, and Greek Orthodox Christian. Lacking even one of 
these characteristics means that to varying degrees one is socially 
unacceptable and will not have access to certain areas of community life … I 
did not encounter any openly gay or lesbian members although there were 
some rumors circulating as to who might be a closeted homosexual (i.e. 
bachelors in their late 30s or 40s who did not seem interested in marriage). 
The compulsory heterosexuality of the Hellenic Community seems to drive 
gays and lesbians away from the community and most likely from their 
families as well. (Panagakos 2003:29)  
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Maria Katsonis’ recently published memoir The Good Greek Girl, Το Καλό 
Κορίτσι (the Greek meaning “the good girl”) is the only Greek-Australian 
woman writer who came to my attention as having addressed her identity 
as a lesbian in her published writings. After enjoying a very close and loving 
relationship with her father throughout her childhood and teenage years, 
things started to unravel during her studies at university: 
 
A rite of passage for most Australians, the act of leaving home rocked the 
family foundations. During my second year at uni, I told my father I was 
moving out as I needed my independence. He screamed at me, ‘How could 
you humiliate me like this?!’ The veins on his face popped with rage as he 
hurled slurs of disgrace and resili, the deep shame I brought upon the family 
name. In his world, good Greek girls didn’t leave home until they got married 
… ‘Only a putana (prostitute) would leave’, he spat at me. His savage barbs 
pierced my heart, the hurt and anger fusing to form an impenetrable barrier 
between us. It took some months before our estrangement yielded to an 
uncomfortable truce and co-existence. (Katsonis, 2015:20) 
 
Once again, I turn to Anastasia Panagakos’ perspective for an 
illuminating summation: 
 
An idealized notion of Greek womanhood is a key marker of inclusion or 
exclusion. Female bodies come to represent the final barrier to culture loss, 
real and imagined, in the diaspora. Women projected as self-sacrificing 
mothers and devoted wives provide stability for an ethnic group increasingly 
challenged by dominant culture values, loss of the mother tongue, and 
intermarriage. When a woman’s behavior falls outside the normative range 
of gender practices the integrity of the community is seen as threatened. 
(Panagakos, 2003:208) 
 
Katsonis certainly fell “outside the normative range of gender practices” 
when she bravely informed her father that she was gay, the brutality of his 
response — beating her till she fell unconscious — going some way to 
explaining why no other woman writer has publically declared her sexual 
orientation as lesbian through her writings. Maria Katsonis’ father was not 
a monster in relation to other Greek-Australian fathers, and Katsonis herself 
goes to great lengths to not portray him as such in the pages of her memoir. 
He was a product of his times, and those “times” allowed many Greek-
Australian men (in the Greek-Australian community of the 1950s, 60s and   
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70s — the years of the minority mindset) to extend emotional and physical 
brutality towards their wives and daughters with impunity, as a sort of 
birthright to which their gender entitled them. Whatever the context, 
however, the resultant reaction was a despicable one, and Katsonis depicts 
it with unflinching honesty. 
 
* 
 
I would like to conclude with a consideration of the most recent publication 
by Ekaterini Mpaloukas titled The Widows and their Dear Departed (2016). It is 
in chapbook form, consisting of five vignettes, each one focusing on a widow 
living in the small village that Mpaloukas hails from in northern Greece. The 
contrast with her poem, “The Balcony” could not be more marked. In “The 
Balcony”, the writer assumes a male persona and does not deviate from the 
folksong conventions of the day that constitute her literary prototype. Now 
— some fifty years later — Mpaloukas not only confidently uses her own 
voice, exploring different literary structures in the process, but takes as her 
subject matter those forgotten women in Greek rural environments who 
move in the shadowy periphery of village life. As I state in the Translator’s 
Note (2016:5): 
 
Ekaterini Mpaloukas’ The Widows, entailing five successive vignettes, is a 
significant publication for a number of reasons. Firstly, these finely wrought 
snapshots constitute a collective tribute to a once popular Greek dialect, 
spoken in the writer’s ancestral region of Pieria, that has all but disappeared 
from the Greek vernacular. Secondly, they focus on the lives of the women 
who are invariably left behind when their husbands pass away. Ekaterini 
Mpaloukas gives these women a voice that is rich in humour, nuanced in 
perception and, at times, achingly painful. Freed from the constraints of the 
black-clad stereotype, these women emerge as attractive, feisty and 
opinionated. The fact that these vignettes were written on the other side of 
the world, in the Antipodes, reflects the diasporic connections endemic to 
Australia’s Greek community and highlights the importance of collective 
memory in documenting experiences pertaining to both Greece and 
Australia. 
 
She has each widow recount her memories of her married life, each 
snapshot entailing various degrees of romance and passion. The resultant   
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portrait is funny and provocative in its refusal to adhere to the predictability 
of conservativism: 
 
… He drank so much that he would have hallucinations. He’d imagine the 
café owner in a dress, the bailiff in a bra, and that the king passed by with a 
sack slung over his shoulder. 
Come on, he’d say to me, bring two glasses and let us toast each other. 
What could I do? I’d bring two glasses. 
And he would say to me, do you see this tsipouro? 
Of course I can see it! 
Well, we have five senses: one is for grabbing things so we know what they 
are, the second is for drinking, one for smelling, one for seeing, and the fifth 
one is for clinking our glasses so we can hear what the drink is. Is it or isn’t it 
so? 
That’s how it is, Konstandi, exactly as you say. 
The minute he saw that I agreed and never crossed him, he would become 
enraptured with me and then … How could I ever forget him? He was 
insatiable. If only he were still alive. I couldn’t care less how much he drank. 
Here and there I bring some tsipouro to his grave but I drink it on my own. 
Sometimes I even sit on his grave in case he rises out of it! (Mpaloukas, 
2016:11–12) 
 
When Mpaloukas wrote “The Balcony” it would never have occurred to 
her to have it translated into English. There was no need because its 
projected audience was the Greek-Australian community of the 1970s, 
which was characterised, at that time, by a minority self- and other-
perception, thereby ensuring its insularity (Castles & Miller, 2009:104). In 
2016, not only did Ekaterini Mpaloukas have her stories translated into 
English before the ink had dried on her original Greek versions, but she had 
two separate books printed, one in Greek and one in English, the latter print 
run being larger to cater for her ever-increasing English-speaking 
readership. 
At her festive book launch — amply reflecting her warm disposition — 
the audience was equally divided between members from the Greek-
Australian community and the wider Australian one.21 With these texts, a   
                                                          
21 This took place on 15 May 2016, at the Greek Centre, Greek Orthodox Community of 
Melbourne and Victoria.  
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sort of diasporic apotheosis has been attained: the local and the global have 
intersected. Panagakos observes that “participation in activities that do not 
pass through the homeland, and are developed beyond the control of the 
homeland, indicate the formation of new power relations in the Greek 
diaspora” (2003:139). Rather than Greek-Australian women writers waiting 
for validation from their homeland, they have created a dynamic base in 
their adopted homeland and are using their hard-won freedom to confer 
validation upon their marginalised sisters left behind in their isolated 
villages, in ancestral terrain. 
… 
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